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GOAutoPlus.com Makes a Leap List With the All-New 2012 Honda CR-V

New Honda ads promote adventuring with 2012 CR-V

Green Bay, Wisconsin (PRWEB) January 06, 2012 -- GOAutoPlus.comis home to several Honda dealerships in
Wisconsin. Ads for the 2012 Honda CR-V have recently aired, which remind prospective customers to make a
list of things to do before taking on life’s milestones like marriage or starting a family.

“The all-new 2012 CR-V is here, and it’s designed to help you get to that list of things you always said you’d
do before taking life’s next big leap. Like hiking the Appalachian Trail. Or learning the drums. Or shooting a
short film. So if marriage is right around the corner, make a Leap List today. And get going on it in the
completely-redesigned 2012 CR-V,” says Honda.

Designed for adventure and exploration, the CR-V will help anyone accomplish his or her Leap List. A 185-hp,
DOHC, i-VTEC engine offers the most horsepower and torque of any CR-V engine yet. A smooth ride, the CR-
V is equipped with Real Time AWD with Intelligent Control System. This helps the vehicle react quickly to a
loss of traction, ensuring safe travel in any climate.

The fresh CR-V is a stylish, athletic, and comfortable vehicle ready for action. With Eco Assist technology, the
eco-friendly vehicle goes from great to exceptional. The most efficient CR-V in existence, the vehicle takes
drivers from one adventure to the next without sacrificing sustainability and balance. A functional interior
offers plenty of space for the driver, passengers, and all necessary adventure gear.

GOAutoPlus.com offers several new and used cars in Wisconsin. Make your own Leap List today and stay
updated with Wisconsin’s premier auto resource for more information on the 2012 Honda CR-V.
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Contact Information
Katie Collins
GOAutoPlus.com
http://www.goautoplus.com
(920) 436-0458

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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